BRUNCH
OMELETTES BY DANNY

$8

Omelettes made to order by the guy everybody knows.

CHEESE

VEGGIES

PROTEIN

Cheddar Jack, Swiss,
Cheddar, Mozzarella

Tomato, Onion,
Green Pepper,
Spinach

Ham, Bacon, Sausage

ãããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããã BREAKFAST CLASSICS ãããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããã
TWO EGGS YOUR WAY

BISCUITS & GRAVY

Two eggs, choice of bacon or
sausage, hash browns, toast. $8

Buttermilk biscuits & spicy
sausage gravy. $9

BAKED FRENCH TOAST

STEAK & EGGS

French bread sliced thick, egg
washed and baked with a brown
sugar glaze $9

6 oz. hand-cut choice strip loin,
two eggs your way, hash browns.
$14

ââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââ HANDHELDS ââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââ
Choice of Fries or Hashbrowns

FRENCH DIP
Thin sliced strip
steak dipped in jus
served warm on
French bread $11

CHICKEN
PARMESAN
Herb breaded
chicken topped with
house tomato sauce
and mozzarella on
brioche. $11

CUBANO
Pulled pork, shaved
ham, Swiss cheese,
pickles, mustard, on
French bread. $11

BREAKFAST BURGER $13
Certified Angus Beef burger topped with your choice of bacon or two
sausage links and an egg - cooked your way!

ââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââ SALADS ââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââ
NAPA

CAESAR

Dried cranberries, pecans, smoked
chicken, candied bacon topped
with sliced brie over a spring mix
of lettuce. $12

Fresh romaine, grated and
shredded parmesan, red onion and
croutons. Tossed in a creamy
Caesar dressing. $8
… Chicken +4 | Salmon +6 …

ããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããã KIDS ããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããããã
All Kid's Meals are $4 and served with choice of soft drink

SCRAMBLED
EGG

FRENCH TOAST

BISCUIT &
GRAVY

With bacon

With bacon and toast

With bacon

âââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââ SIDES âââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââââ
BACON $3

SAUSAGE $3

5 Strips

4 links

FRENCH FRIES $2

SEASONAL FRUIT $5

SUNDAY FUNDAY
WHO SAYS SUNDAY'S ARE FOR RESTING?
j BOTTOMLESS BLOODY MARY BAR $15.99
Choose from all your favorite fixings! Flavor your Bloody Mary any way you
like it!

BOTTOMLESS MIMOSA $15.99
Can you really say you brunched without a mimosa?

